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40 Leadenhall London

OUR
COMMITMENT
TO THE FUTURE
Sustainable, Smart & Healthy
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Our Commitment

40 Leadenhall London

SUSTAINABLE

“To create an
exceptional environment,
we’ve set ourselves
exceptional standards.”

SMART

M&G

HEALTHY

“The future of humanity
and indeed, all life on earth,
now depends on us.”
David Attenborough
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Our Commitment

SUSTAINABILITY

40 Leadenhall London

We're determined to achieve net zero carbon
through meticulous, sustainable design
practices, forward - thinking investment
and carbon offsetting projects. We have
achieved the first major step by securing
the 2030 targets in relation to operational
energy on the pathway to Net -Zero set
by the Paris Agreement.
Thanks to the 5* NABERS rating we
are targeting, our own infrastructure
will help occupiers reach their own
ESG and carbon commitments.
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Our Commitment – Sustainable

40 Leadenhall London

Inspired to look after our future
Sustainable Building

Our NABERS rating is so important
because it measures not just the intent
of our sustainability efforts, but the actual
impact they have.

We want to set an exceptional example
of environmental, social and economic
sustainability not just in the UK but around
the world.

Acquiring an Energy Performance Certificate
(EPC) is a legal requirement, but it’s also an
effective way to make sure we’re as energy
efficient as we can be.

By monitoring our energy use we
are able to actively manage our
objective to achieve net zero carbon
for our operations.

The good news is the standards set by the
Building Research Establishment (BRE)—by
which our performance is measured—are
recognised globally.

The graded ratings run from the least
efficient ‘G’ to the most efficient rating of
‘A’, which also helps to reduce running
costs too.

We’re targeting a
5* rating

Our target here is
‘Excellent’

Our aim is to achieve an
‘A’ rating
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Our Commitment – Sustainable

40 Leadenhall London

How our intelligent design helps keep consumption down
Energy Efficiency

By working in partnership with
industry leading contractors
who have their own strong and
ambitious social values.

By maximising renewable
energy sourcing and seeking
innovate ways to improve
energy use.

By using the latest BIM and
smart technology to drive waste
reduction and energy efficiencies,
from construction through to dayto-day operations.

By installing electric and
cycle charging stations to
encourage longer distance
carbon free travel.

we aim to save nearly 2 million
litres of water every year by using
recycled shower and basin water
to flush our toilets.

We aim to save 33% reduction
in water consumption by utilising
low-flow taps, which reduce water
volume throughout the building.

60%
Heat pumps connect to our
cooling towers to use heat
rejected from the building to
generate hot water
and heating.

By designing the building’s
façades in such a way as
to reduce solar gain and
reduce the energy required
to cool internal air.

By using highly efficient fan
coil units throughout Landlord
and fit-out areas to minimise
the demand on power.

By installing LED sensor
lighting throughout the Landlord
and fit-out areas and in turn
reducing energy use.

Reduced reliance on fossil
fuels with 60% of heating
and hot water demand being
provided by electric heat pumps.

We aim to avoid localised
flooding through the use
of sustainable drainage
of rainwater through
collection in tanks.
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Our Commitment

SMART

40 Leadenhall London

Creating an
intelligent building
with a human heart.
In determining the smart strategy, we
have approached from first principles to
explore the needs of users, their journeys,
relationships and interactions with the
building and to create intuitive technology
platforms that enhances the experience of
everyone using the building.
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Our Commitment – Smart

40 Leadenhall London

Constant improvement by measurable aspects and versatility
Smart Building

Staying connected is essential for any modern business
and the WIRED certification shows just how exceptional
our digital connectivity is.

We’re targeting the top
‘Platinum’ rating

A smart building puts the user at the centre and builds
the technology around their requirements. 40 Leadenhall
London will be one of the first buildings in the world to
achieve the SmartScore accreditation that will demonstrate
that it offers one of the smartest places to do business.

We’re targeting the top
‘Platinum’ rating
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Our Commitment – Smart

40 Leadenhall London

How our intelligent design helps keep consumption down
Seamless Technology

People at its Heart – a technology
platform designed around the human
needs, journeys and experience.

Simplicity – technology that is simple
to use and enhances user experience;
from booking a locker to ordering your
morning coffee; from accessing the
building to joining an exercise class.

Sustainable – technology to monitor
and manage energy and water usage
and with data to enable effective and
informed decision making.

Predictive – technology to monitor
performance and operation of plant
and predict when it will go wrong,
before it goes wrong to minimise
disruption to occupiers.

Big Data – ability to work collectively
and utilise data for the good of the entire
building community and the planet.

Security – systems that deliver
physical, cyber and data security.

SmartScore – independently verified
as one of the smartest buildings in
the world.

100%
Enabled – an intelligent infrastructure
system that enables a fit out that
delivers healthy and productive
working environments.
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Our Commitment

HEALTHY

40 Leadenhall London

We understand the importance of health and
wellbeing to occupiers and users of the building.
We have therefore purposely designed the
building with this is mind and allowing the
highest wellness standards to be achieved.
Whether occupiers wish to embrace active
commuting, Take advantage of a state-of-theart private fitness studio and gender neutral
end of trip facilities for on-demand or specially
programmed workouts or relax and rejuvenate
in the wellness suites, lounges or external
terraces the building offers it all.
Post-pandemic priorities of ventilation,
touchless access, cleanliness and hygiene are
delivered through the design and configuration
of the building and the smart building strategy.
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Our Commitment – Healthy

40 Leadenhall London

Good for your people as well as your business
Healthy Building

Putting people first is crucial to a creating a healthy
and positive work environment and that’s exactly what
this certification looks to do, measuring key factors that
impact human health.

There’s nothing more fundamental than making sure the
air we breathe is of a good quality. It’s why we’re taking
advantage of real-time cloud technology to monitor
and maintain air quality to RESET’s standards for the lifetime
of the building.

We’re targeting a
‘Platinum’ rating

We will be "RESET Air"
certified
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Our Commitment – Healthy

40 Leadenhall London

All your people need to give it their all
Personal Wellbeing

Take advantage of a
state-of-the-art private
fitness studio for on-demand
or specially programmed
workouts.

Enjoy a moment of private
relaxation in one of the
luxurious spa suites or book in
for a professional treatment.

Get away from it all on one of
the four communal terraces that
offer every occupier refreshing
outdoor space.

Escape the daily grind with free
access to the exclusive ‘residents
only’ clubhouse.

Engage and learn with colleagues
in one our spaces created for
learning. Use either the Library,
Screening Room or The Forum for
individual and shared studying.

Through design of the fit-out,
have the ability to take control
of your temperature through
demand-controlled ventilation
systems depending on how
you fit-out the space.

Use real time data to monitor
the indoor air quality so you
can make sure it always stays
fresh and healthy.

Enhance your health and
well-being thanks to the fit
out and design all having
been done in accordance
with WELL standards.

Immerse yourself in Central square,
sitting amongst our luscious green
planting environment, including
7 trees. A place truly designed with
biophilia in mind.

100%
Breathe more freely and be more
productive knowing that 100%
filtered fresh air is supplied to all
floors and doesn’t mix inbetween.
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Summary specification
spec page

40 Leadenhall London

Summary
Specification
Structure

Occupational Density

Lifts

• 1.0kN/sq.m planning module
• 3.5 kN/s.q.m floor loading capacity
+ 1.0kN/m2 (partitions)
• 7.5 kN/s.qm in part for heavier needs

• 1:8 m2
• All building services and on-floor amenities
designed to 1:8 occupancy
• Means of escape designed for an occupancy
of 1:6, with phased evacuation

• 19 x office passenger lifts
(26 person capacity / 2000kG)
(13 in the north core are Double Deck)
• 4 x Office Goods lifts (26 person capacity / 2000kg)
• 2 x lifts to access End of Journey facilities
(13 person / 1000kg)
• 1 x hand cycle lift (26 person / 2000kg)
• 3 x vehicle loading lifts (26,000 kg) (Hydraulic)

Electrical Resilience
• 4 x 2.5MVA, 11kv prime rated generators
• Landlord’s standby generators meet
100% of the tenants’ load
• 2 x 33kv high voltage supplies

Air Conditioning

Building Operation

• Flexibility exists for either a chilled beam or fan-coil unit
installation, depending on the density of cooling required
• Dedicated on-floor air-handling on floors L1 to L22
• Level 23 to level 34 has a combination of dedicated
on-floor air-handling and a central air-handling system
providing fresh air

• Intelligent Building Management System permitting
integration of landlord and tenant systems

Fresh Air

Key Dimensions

• 12.8 litres per second fresh air for each person
(1:8m2 occupancy)

• Floor to ceiling - 2.75m
• Typical Slab to Slab – 3.85m
• Raised floor zone – 160mm

Connectivity
• Two diversely located telecommunications intake rooms
– each with N+1 UPS
• Blown fibre – pre-installed private fibre conduits
for rapid installation
• Landlord Wi-Fi network throughout
the building common areas
• SMART enabled building
• Targeting Wired Score Platinum

End of Trip Provision
• 1068 cycle spaces including 5 disabled spaces
• 115 showers
• 1069 lockers
• 2 disabled visitor parking bays

Arriving Autumn 2023
40leadenhall.london

A development by

In partnership with development manager

For further details and bespoke presentation please contact
Office Space

Alistair Brown
M: +44(0) 777 152 7360
alistair.brown@cushwake.com

Abby Brown
M: +44(0) 782 708 3969
abby.brown@knightfrank.com

David Law
M: +44(0) 787 055 5911
dlaw@savills.com

Eleanor Reed

Mike Voller

Josh Lamb

M: +44(0) 786 026 7086
eleanor.reed@cushwake.com

M: +44(0) 773 976 3699
mike.voller@knightfrank.com

M: +44(0) 797 698 8486
jlamb@savills.com

Cornelia de Boinville
M: +44(0) 778 750 6029
cornelia.deboinville@cushwake.com

William Foster
M: +44(0) 774 898 5951
william.foster@knightfrank.com

Catherine Owen
M: +44 (0) 797 717 2821
catherine.owen@savills.com

